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TEXTBOOK6th Edition • TEXTBOOK
Building Services Design for Energy Efficient
Buildings

Building Services Engineering
David V. Chadderton, Consultant, Australia
This bestselling textbook continues with a fully updated new
edition, now including extra material on sustainability. Covers
all of the main tasks of the building services engineer, as well
as the science needed to fully understand the processes
involved. The reader is supported throughout with self study
questions, diagrams, learning objectives, and a companion
website.

Routledge
Market: Building Services Engineering
November 2012: 246x174: 390pp
Hb: 978-0-415-69931-0: £115.00

Paul Tymkow, Hoare Lea Consulting Engineers, UK, Savvas
Tassou, Brunel Univeristy, UK, Maria Kolokotroni, Brunel
University, UK and Hussam Jouhara, Brunel University, UK
In order to deliver sustainable buildings, a new perspective is
needed among building and services engineering practitioners,
from the outset of the conceptual design stage and throughout
the whole design process. In this book, students and practitioners
alike will find the ideal introduction and guide to this new
approach.

1. Background to Sustainability  2. The Design Process  3. Design
for Sustainability  4. Space Planning for Services  5. Building
Thermal Load Calculations  6. System Load Assessment  7. System

Analysis & Evaluation  8. Services Integration and Co-ordination  9. Ductwork System Design 
10. Hydronic System Design  11. Post Occupancy Evaluation (POE) for Optimal Energy &
Environmental Performance

Pb: 978-0-415-69932-7: £38.99
eBook: 978-0-203-12132-0
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-41355-8 Routledge

Market: Building Services
April 2013: 246x174: 378pp
Hb: 978-0-415-59636-7: £110.00

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415699327

Pb: 978-0-415-59637-4: £31.99
eBook: 978-0-203-84073-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415596374

TEXTBOOKTEXTBOOK
Intelligent Buildings and Building AutomationA Guide to Energy Management in Buildings

Shengwei Wang, Hong Kong Polytechnic University
Whether you’re a project manager or engineer planning the
systems set-up for a high value building, or a building
engineering or management student looking for a practical
guide to automation and intelligent systems, this book provides
a valuable introduction and overview.

Routledge
Market: Building, Building Services Engineering
November 2009: 234x156: 248pp
Hb: 978-0-415-47570-9: £110.00

Douglas Harris, Heriot-Watt University, UK
As well as providing practical worked examples where
appropriate and examples of how calculations are carried out,
this comprehensive guide also explains the theories behind
energy management in buildings. Energy audits, monitoring
energy use, techniques for reducing energy use, as well as
legislative and management issues are covered in detail to create
a valuable resource for practitioners and students.

Routledge
Market: Building Engineering
October 2011: 234x156: 166pp
Hb: 978-0-415-56648-3: £110.00
Pb: 978-0-415-56649-0: £24.99

Pb: 978-0-415-47571-6: £46.99eBook: 978-0-203-86147-9
eBook: 978-0-203-89081-3* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415566490
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415475716

3rd Edition3rd Edition • TEXTBOOK
Air ConditioningAcoustics and Noise Control
A Practical IntroductionR J Peters

Acoustics and Noise Control provides a detailed and
comprehensive introduction to the principles and practice of
acoustics and noise control. Since the last edition was published
in 1996 there have been many changes and additions to
standards, laws and regulations, codes of practice relating to
noise, and in noise measurement techniques and noise control
technology so this new edition has been fully revised and
updated throughout.

The book assumes no previous knowledge of the subject and
requires only a basic knowledge of mathematics and physics.

David V. Chadderton, Consultant, Australia
David Chadderton's Air Conditioning is the complete introduction
and reference guide for students and practitioners of air
conditioning design, installation and maintenance. The scientific
principles involved are introduced with the help of case studies
and exercises, and downloadable spreadsheets help you work
through important calculations.

Routledge

There are worked examples in the text to aid understanding and a range of experiments
help students use complicated apparatus.

Thoroughly revised to cover the latest changes in standards, codes of practice and
legislation, this new edition covers much of the Institute of Acoustics Diploma syllabus and
has an increased emphasis on the legal issues relating to noise control.

Market: HVAC
April 2014: 246x189: 412pp
Pb: 978-0-415-70338-3: £46.99
eBook: 978-1-315-79406-8Routledge
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-419-22610-9June 2011: 246x189: 400pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415703383Pb: 978-0-273-72468-1: £54.99

eBook: 978-0-273-72469-8
eBook: 978-1-447-91552-2
eBook: 978-1-315-84714-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780273724681

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com/builtenvironment
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8th Edition • NEW EDITION
Building Services Handbook

Roger Greeno, Construction Consultant, UK and Fred Hall
THE essential handbook for all construction and building services
practitioners, and students of building services technology

Routledge
Market: Building Services
May 2015: 234 x 165: 768pp
Pb: 978-1-138-80563-7: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-315-75212-9
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-63140-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138805637

Companion WebsiteNew in Paperbacke-InspectionComplimentary Exam Copy
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Dummy text to keep placeholder2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK
Structural Design in Building ConservationFundamental Building Technology

Dimitris Theodossopoulos, University of Edinburgh, UK
Bringing together theory with current conservation
technology, this book discusses possibilities in architectural
expression and is particularly directed at students of architectural
conservation technology. It combines a technical manual (with
details), a text for practising engineers, and guidance through
case studies, with good examples of repairs, strengthening,
additions, and interventions, with advice on further reading.

Routledge
Market: Building Conservation/ Structures/ Architecture
May 2012: 234x156: 266pp
Hb: 978-0-415-47945-5: £115.00

Andrew J. Charlett, formerly of Nottingham Trent University,
UK and Craig Maybery-Thomas, Neath Port Talbot County
Borough Council, UK
Introduces the technology, methods, and processes fundamental
to building by following the construction of a typical low-rise
house. The key elements of the house are tackled in the same
order as they would be built in real-life, with self-study questions,
detailed diagrams, and comments on sustainability throughout.
This second edition also includes an introduction to the planning
process, and the building regulations, as well as a companion
site with resources for lecturers and students.

Routledge
Market: Building and Construction
January 2013: 246x189: 392pp
Hb: 978-0-415-69258-8: £115.00
Pb: 978-0-415-69259-5: £26.99

Pb: 978-0-415-47946-2: £38.99eBook: 978-0-203-15517-2
eBook: 978-0-203-88725-7Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-38624-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415479462* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415692595

5th Edition5th Edition • TEXTBOOK
The Construction of HousesMitchell's Introduction to Building

Duncan Marshall, formerly of the University of the West of
England, UK, Derek Worthing, formerly of the University of
the West of England, UK, Nigel Dann, University of the West
of England, UK and Roger Heath, University of the West of
England, UK
The fifth edition of this successful textbook is aimed specifically
at those students and practitioners who require a broad
understanding of building construction as part of a wider sphere
of professional activity. This new edition has a revised text and
hundreds of improved graphics, new illustrations and photos
printed in full colour for the first time. New chapters on
sustainability, ventilation and windows have ensured that this

new edition is fully up to date with today’s methods.

Roger Greeno
Series: Mitchells Building Series
Introduction to Building is recommended for students of all
construction-related courses, including architecture, building
technology, construction management, building surveying,
quantity surveying, and estate and facilities management.

Routledge
November 2012: 246x189: 328pp
Pb: 978-0-273-73804-6: £37.99
eBook: 978-0-273-77972-8 Estates Gazette

Market: Building, Construction & Surveying
February 2013: 297x210: 456pp
Hb: 978-0-415-53817-6: £110.00

eBook: 978-1-315-84708-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780273738046

Pb: 978-0-080-97100-1: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-080-97101-8
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-728-20486-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780080971001

10th Edition • TEXTBOOK2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK
Building Construction HandbookConstruction Mathematics

Roy Chudley and Roger Greeno, Construction Consultant,
UK
The Building Construction Handbook is THE authoritative reference
for all construction students and professionals. Its detailed
drawings clearly illustrate the construction of building elements,
and have been an invaluable guide for builders since 1988. The
principles and processes of construction are explained with the
concepts of design included where appropriate. Extensive
coverage of building construction practice, techniques, and
regulations representing both traditional procedures and
modern developments are included to provide the most
comprehensive and easy to understand guide to building

construction.

Surinder Virdi, South Birmingham College, UK, Roy Baker,
formerly of City of Wolverhampton College, UK and Narinder
Kaur Virdi
An introductory level maths text for students of construction
and related disciplines. Learn by tackling exercises based on real
scenarios.

1. Using a Scientific Calculator 2. Numbers 3. Basic Algebra 4.
Indices and Logarithms 5. Standard Form, Significant Figures
and Estimation 6. Transposition and Evaluation of Formulae 7.
Fractions and Percentages 8. Graphs 9. Units and their
Conversion 10. Geometry 11. Areas (1) 12. Volumes (1) 13.

Trigonometry (1) 14. Setting Out 15. Costing - Materials and Labour 16. Statistics 17. Areas
and Volumes (2) 18. Areas and Volumes (3) 19. Trigonometry (2) 20. Computer Techniques
21. Assignments Appendixes and Solutions Routledge

Market: Construction
April 2014: 234 x 165: 978pp
Pb: 978-0-415-83638-8: £25.99

Routledge
Market: Construction
January 2014: 246x189: 336pp
Pb: 978-0-415-81078-4: £24.99

eBook: 978-1-315-78032-0
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-080-97061-5

eBook: 978-0-203-42780-4 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415836388
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-750-66792-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415810784

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com/builtenvironment
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5th Edition • TEXTBOOK
Materials for Architects and Builders

Arthur Lyons, Formerly of De Montfort University, UK
Understanding the basics of materials is a crucial part of
undergraduate and diploma construction or architecture-related
courses, and this established textbook helps the reader to do
just that with the help of colour photographs and clear diagrams
throughout.

Routledge
Market: Construction Materials
August 2014: 246x189: 496pp
Pb: 978-0-415-70497-7: £38.99
eBook: 978-1-315-76874-8
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-856-17519-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415704977

TEXTBOOK
Materials Science In Construction: An Introduction

Ash Ahmed, Leeds Metropolitan University, UK and John
Sturges, Leeds Metropolitan University, UK
Materials Science in Construction explains the science behind the
properties and behavior of construction's most fundamental
materials (metals, cement and concrete, polymers, timber, bricks
and blocks, glass and plaster).In particular, the critical factors
affecting in situ materials are examined, such as deterioration
and the behavior and durability of materials under
performance.An accessible, easy-to-follow approach makes this
book ideal for all diploma and undergraduate students on
construction-related courses taking a module in construction

materials.

Routledge
Market: Construction Materials
November 2014: 246x189: 388pp
Pb: 978-1-856-17688-0: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-080-95850-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781856176880

Companion WebsiteNew in Paperbacke-InspectionComplimentary Exam Copy
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TEXTBOOKTEXTBOOK
Harvesting and Managing Knowledge in
Construction

Collaborative Design Management
Stephen Emmitt, Loughborough University, Leicestershire,
UK and Kirti Ruikar, Loughborough University, UK
The evolving role of the design manager in construction is
explored and explained, with the help of industry case studies
from the likes of ARUP and Buro Happold. Designing with BIM,
knowledge management, collaborative working, and other key
concepts and technologies are described with relation to the
design management role. This highly topical book is the most
up-to-date and practical guide to this increasingly important
subject, perfect for both students and practitioners.

1. Collaborative Working  2. Design  3. Design Management  4.
The Construction Design Manager  5. Discussing and Reviewing

From Theoretical Foundations to Business Applications
Yacine Rezgui, Cardiff University, UK and John Miles, Cardiff
University, UK
A holistic approach to knowledge management is taken in this
textbook to incorporate all of the relevant themes, tackling
technological, socio-cultural and organizational issues, with
the creation of value as a focus throughout. Explains how to use
algorithms in knowledge mangement, as well as giving a model
for successful knowledge management in construction
organisations.

Routledge

Design  6. Collaboration Technologies  7. Visualisation and BIM for Design  8. Strategies for
Collaborative Working  9. Future Directions

Routledge
Market: Project Management/ Design Management
March 2013: 246x174: 168pp
Hb: 978-0-415-62074-1: £110.00

Market: Construction Management
February 2011: 234x156: 232pp
Hb: 978-0-415-54595-2: £110.00Pb: 978-0-415-62075-8: £29.99
Pb: 978-0-415-54596-9: £34.99eBook: 978-0-203-81912-8
eBook: 978-0-203-87609-1* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415620758
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415545969

2nd Edition • TEXTBOOKTEXTBOOK
Human Resource Management in ConstructionBusiness Organisation for Construction
Critical PerspectivesChris March, formerly Universities of Salford and Coventry,

UK
With a user-friendly style and a wealth of practical anecdotal
evidence, Chris March introduces students to business
organisation. This is one of a set of three textbooks covering key
aspects of construction process management.

Routledge
Market: Civil Engineering and Construction
February 2009: 234x156: 212pp
Hb: 978-0-415-37009-7: £110.00

Edited by Andrew Dainty, Loughborough University, UK
and Martin Loosemore, University of New South Wales,
Australia
In this new edition of their leading text, Dainty and Loosemore
address key aspects of the HRM function in the context of
contemporary construction organizations. Rather than simply
update the previous edition, the aim of this second edition is to
provide a more critical commentary on the ways in which the
industry addresses the HRM function and how this affects those
who work within the industry. To this end, the editors have
gathered contributions from many of the leading thinkers within
construction HRM. Well-illustrated with case studies of projects
and organisations.

Routledge
Market: Construction Management
June 2012: 234x156: 296pp
Hb: 978-0-415-59306-9: £110.00

Pb: 978-0-415-37010-3: £28.99
eBook: 978-0-203-92802-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415370103

Pb: 978-0-415-59307-6: £31.99
eBook: 978-0-203-84247-8
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-26164-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415593076

TEXTBOOKDummy text to keep placeholder
Integrated Management Systems for ConstructionCollaborative Working in Construction
Quality, Environment and SafetyEdited by Dino Bouchlaghem, Nottingham Trent University

Examinations of emerging technologies like mobile and wireless
are combined with overviews of relevant management theories,
and industry case studies, to provide a comprehensive
guide suitable for both practitioners and students. Underpinned
by research carried out by leading academics in co-operation
with practitioners using the latest technologies, this is the most
up-to-date and relevant guide to this crucial subject available.

Routledge
Market: Construction Management/ Project Management
October 2011: 234x156: 234pp
Hb: 978-0-415-59699-2: £115.00

Alan Griffith
This is the first textbook to cover each of the international
standards for quality, safety and environment (ISO 9001, ISO
14001 and OHSAS 18001) and to discuss integrating them.

This book supports the study of quality, environment, and safety
management systems for built environment and construction
engineering students, and for advanced courses in construction,
project, and engineering management. It is also an indispensible
reference for construction professionals working for principal
contractors, subcontractors and construction industry supply
chain organisations.   

Routledge
December 2010: 240 x 170: 480pp
Pb: 978-0-273-73065-1: £42.99
eBook: 978-0-273-73066-8Pb: 978-0-415-59700-5: £32.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780273730651eBook: 978-0-203-84051-1

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415597005

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com/builtenvironment
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TEXTBOOKTEXTBOOK
Computer Aided Design Guide for Architecture,
Engineering and Construction

Operations Management for Construction
Chris March, formerly Universities of Salford and Coventry,
UK
User-friendly and rich in anecdotal evidence, Chris March’s new
book highlights the issues involved in managing a construction
site, from the setting up of a site to the contractor’s responsibility
to the environment.

Routledge
Market: Civil Engineering and Construction
February 2009: 234x156: 212pp
Hb: 978-0-415-37112-4: £110.00

Ghassan Aouad, University of Salford, UK, Song Wu,
University of Salford, UK, Angela Lee, University of Salford,
UK and Timothy Onyenobi
Computer Aided Design Guide for Architecture, Engineering and
Construction provides an in-depth explanation of all the common
CAD terms and tools used in the AEC sector. It describes each
approach to CAD with detailed analysis and practical examples.
Analysis is provided of the strength and weaknesses of each
application for all members of the project team, followed by
review questions and further tasks.

Routledge
Market: Construction Management/ CAD
November 2011: 246x174: 130pp
Hb: 978-0-415-49505-9: £110.00Pb: 978-0-415-37113-1: £28.99

eBook: 978-0-203-92803-5 Pb: 978-0-415-49507-3: £26.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415371131 eBook: 978-0-203-87875-0

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415495073

3rd Edition • TEXTBOOKTEXTBOOK
Dissertation Research and Writing for Construction
Students

Organization Management in Construction
Edited by Paul S. Chinowsky, University of Colorado at
Boulder, USA and Anthony D. Songer, Boise State University,
USA
This book provides a comprehensive overview of the key issues
that organization leaders must understand and address. It
provides concise summaries by leading international authorities
of the ten key strategic management issues, shows how they
have emerged, and outlines their potential impact on the
construction organization.

Routledge
Market: Construction Management
January 2011: 246x174: 204pp
Hb: 978-0-415-57257-6: £110.00

S.G. Naoum, London South Bank University, UK
Dissertation Research and Writing for Construction Students covers
topic selection, research planning, data collection and
methodology, as well as structuring and writing the dissertation –
in fact, everything needed for a successful write-up. This new
edition contains fully updated case studies and examples, as
well as a new section on the use of SPSS software. This is the
ideal resource for students involved in research in Construction
Management, Building and Quantity Surveying.

Routledge
Market: ConstructionPb: 978-0-415-57261-3: £34.99
July 2012: 234x156: 250ppeBook: 978-0-203-85610-9
Pb: 978-0-415-53844-2: £24.99* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415572613
eBook: 978-0-203-72056-1
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-750-68264-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415538442

TEXTBOOKTEXTBOOK
Introduction to Construction ManagementConstruction Quality Management

Fred Sherratt, University of Bolton, UK and Peter Farrell,
University of Bolton, UK
Starting with a general overview of the industry, Introduction to
Construction Management is the beginner’s guide to key
concepts, terms, processes and practices associated with modern
construction management in the UK. Supported by diagrams,
illustrations and case studies, this book explores construction
management from a variety of perspectives.

Routledge
Market: Construction Management
January 2015: 246x174: 374pp
Pb: 978-0-415-70742-8: £31.99

Principles and Practice
Paul Watson, Sheffield Hallam University, UK and Tim
Howarth, Northumbria University, UK
Written in line with the ISO 9001:2008 standard, this textbook
provides a comprehensive evaluation of quality management
systems and tools for construction. Their effectiveness in
achieving project objectives is explored, as well as applications in
corporate performance enhancement. Both the strategic and
operational dimensions of quality assurance are addressed by
focusing on providing models of best practice.

Routledge
Market: Construction Management
April 2011: 234x156: 321pp
Hb: 978-0-415-56910-1: £110.00

eBook: 978-1-315-75522-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415707428

Pb: 978-0-415-56911-8: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-203-85966-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415569118

Companion WebsiteNew in Paperbacke-InspectionComplimentary Exam Copy
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http://www.routledge.com/9780415569118


Dummy text to keep placeholder
Construction Project Manager’s Pocket Book

Duncan Cartlidge, Construction Procurement Consultant,
UK
Series: Routledge Pocket Books
Construction project management requires a broad range of
knowledge, from technical expertise to leadership, negotiation,
team building and communication. This practical no–nonsense
guide covers all of the essentials of the role. Construction project
management activities are tackled in the order they occur on
real projects, with reference made to the RIBA Plan of Work and
OGC Gateway process throughout. This is the ideal concise
reference which no project manager, construction manager, or
quantity surveyor should be without.

Routledge
Market: Construction Management
February 2015: 186x123: 284pp
Pb: 978-0-415-73239-0: £19.99
eBook: 978-1-315-72530-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415732390

Dummy text to keep placeholder
JCT Contract Administration Pocket Book

Andy Atkinson, London South Bank University
Series: Routledge Pocket Books
Successfully managing your JCT contracts is a must, and this
handy reference is the swiftest way to doing just that. Making
reference to best practice throughout, the JCT Standard Building
Contracts SBC/Q, DB and MW are used as examples to take you
through all the essential contract administration tasks. This is an
essential starting point for all students of construction contract
administration, as well as practitioners needing a handy reference
to working with JCT contracts.

Routledge
Market: Construction Management
June 2015: 198x129: 144pp
Pb: 978-1-138-78192-4: £24.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138781924

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com/builtenvironment
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TEXTBOOKTEXTBOOK
Managing Interdisciplinary ProjectsPerspectives on Projects
A Primer for Architecture, Engineering and ConstructionRodney J. Turner, ESC, Lille, France, Martina Huemann,

Vienna University of Economics and Business, Austria, Frank
T. Anbari, Drexel University, USA and Christophe N. Bredillet,
ESC, Lille, France
Perspectives on Projects describes the full range of skills a project
manager must develop. The authors have grouped these skills
into nine schools and developed a metaphor for each approach,
enhancing the student and manager’s grasp on the theory and
its applicability to strategy development for real projects.

Featuring a series of case studies, drawn from a variety of settings,
to illustrate how the different schools can provide different
perspectives on projects, this book is an ideal text for anyone

involved in project management.

Stephen Emmitt, Loughborough University, Leicestershire,
UK
This book covers vital areas of project management, whose
importance has only recently come to be recognised. Suitable
for students at both undergraduate and graduate level it fills
the gap between introductory textbook and research
monograph. Practitioners will also find it a useful insight into
the social aspect of project management, with implications and
applications which apply even beyond the realm of the built
environment.

Routledge
Market: Project Management
April 2010: 234x156: 192pp
Hb: 978-0-415-48170-0: £110.00

Routledge
Market: Business & Management
May 2010: 234x156: 368pp
Hb: 978-0-415-99373-9: £120.00

Pb: 978-0-415-48171-7: £29.99Pb: 978-0-415-99374-6: £35.99
eBook: 978-0-203-88533-8eBook: 978-0-203-89163-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415481717* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415993746

Dummy text to keep placeholderTEXTBOOK
Value Management in Construction and Real EstateProgramming and Scheduling Techniques
Methodology and ApplicationsThomas Uher, Project Management Consultant, Australia

and Adam S. Zantis, University of New South Wales, Sydney,
Australia
This textbook focuses on the practical skills needed when
planning and scheduling projects. As well as serving as a guide
to best practice, a broad range of techniques are examined and
compared to help readers understand their full range of
options. Whilst this book will also prove invaluable as a reference
for professionals, it has been written for students studying project
management modules with planning content.

Routledge
Market: Construction Management/ Project Management
June 2011: 234x156: 286pp
Hb: 978-0-415-60168-9: £110.00

Edited by Geoffrey Q. P. Shen, Hong Kong Polytechnic University and Ann T. W. Yu
This cutting edge study explores alternative methods and tools to obtain value for
money while maintaining quality in construction projects, especially large and complex
ones. Extensive references throughout will help the reader develop a deeper understanding
of the methodology, and self-study questions help to keep you on track. Ideal as a reference
for practitioners and the perfect intro for students of construction or real estate.
Routledge
Market: Value Management
November 2015: 234x156: 152pp
Hb: 978-1-138-85276-1: £34.99
Pb: 978-1-138-85278-5: £125.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138852785

Pb: 978-0-415-60169-6: £29.99
eBook: 978-0-203-83600-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415601696

2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK
Construction Project Management
An Integrated Approach

Peter Fewings, University of the West of England, UK
This fully revised second edition of Peter Fewings'
groundbreaking textbook now includes topical chapters
addressing lean construction, modern off-site construction
methods, sustainable project delivery, and the ethical role of the
project manager. Its holistic approach provides readers with a
thorough guide in how to increase efficiency and
communication at all stages while reducing costs, time and risk.

Routledge
Market: Construction Management, Project Management
August 2012: 234x156: 624pp
Hb: 978-0-415-61344-6: £110.00
Pb: 978-0-415-61345-3: £32.99
eBook: 978-0-203-83119-9
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-35906-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415613453
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TEXTBOOKDummy text to keep placeholder
Sustainable Buildings and InfrastructureCarbon Management in the Built Environment
Paths to the FutureRohinton Emmanuel, Glasgow Caledonian University, UK

and Keith Baker, Glasgow Caledonian University, UK
This book brings together current developments in the field of
climate change science, building design, technologies and
materials sciences, and energy and policy in a form readily
accessible to both students of the building industry and
practitioners.

Routledge
Market: Sustainable Building/ Carbon Management
June 2012: 246x174: 220pp
Hb: 978-0-415-68406-4: £115.00

Annie Pearce, Virginia Tech, USA, Yong Han Ahn, East
Carolina University, USA and HanmiGlobal Co, Ltd
Construction is one of the biggest industries in the world,
providing necessary facilities for human prosperity ranging from
the homes in which we live to the highways we drive, the power
plants that provide energy for our daily activities, and the very
infrastructure on which human society is built.

The construction sector, including the building sector, has
among the largest potential of any industry to contribute to the
reduction of greenhouse gas emissions. This ambitious and
comprehensive textbook covers the concept of embedding

sustainability across all construction activities. It is aimed at students taking courses in
Construction Management and the Built Environment. Written in a lively and engaging
style the book sets out the practical requirements of making the transition to a sustainablePb: 978-0-415-68407-1: £31.99
construction industry by 2020. Case studies are included throughout making the book
both a core reference and a practical guide.

eBook: 978-0-203-80331-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415684071

Routledge
Market: Sustainable Construction
February 2012: 246x189: 482pp
Hb: 978-0-415-69091-1: £110.00
Pb: 978-0-415-69092-8: £35.00
eBook: 978-0-203-13084-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415690928

TEXTBOOKDummy text to keep placeholder
Sustainability Principles and PracticeTraditional Construction for a Sustainable Future

Margaret Robertson, Lane Community College, USA
This textbook is an accessible and comprehensive overview of
the interdisciplinary field of sustainability which introduces
relevant theory as well as providing a wealth of international
case studies. Each chapter includes learning objectives and tools,
further reading, discussion questions, and research problems to
foster quantitative thinking. It offers students in sustainability
degree programs a conceptual understanding as well as
technical skills for the work place. The book is supported by a
companion website with key website links, further reading lists,
test bank questions, glossary and PowerPoint slides.

Routledge
Market: Environment, Sustainability
January 2014: 246x174: 392pp
Hb: 978-0-415-84017-0: £95.00

Carole Ryan, Formerly of Bournemouth University, UK
As the construction industry faces up to its environmental
responsibilities, this book explores its rich and ancient tradition
to provide tried and trusted solutions to modern day
construction problems. Over 250 original photos, and over fifty
bespoke diagrams illustrate the features, techniques, and
characteristics of traditional construction that could make such
a valuable contribution to the industry today.

1. The Natural Way of Life, the Birth of the Traditional House and
its Demise  2. Traditional Building Materials, their Sustainability,
and the Contrast with Modern Materials  3. Traditional
Sustainable Building Construction- Ancient and Modern  4. 

Thermal Performance and the Breathing Wall  5. Climate, Site and Thermal Performance  6.
The Role of the Building Regulations in Traditional Building Construction  7. The Pathology
of Traditional Buildings

Pb: 978-0-415-84018-7: £29.99
Routledge
Market: Green Building and Conservation
January 2011: 246x174: 374pp
Hb: 978-0-415-46756-8: £115.00

eBook: 978-0-203-76874-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415840187

Pb: 978-0-415-46757-5: £35.99
eBook: 978-0-203-89550-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415467575

2nd Edition • TEXTBOOKDummy text to keep placeholder
Understanding Sustainable DevelopmentDesigning Zero Carbon Buildings Using Dynamic

Simulation Methods John Blewitt, Aston University, UK
This new expanded edition builds on the first edition’s
multi-perspective approach and breadth of coverage. A truly
comprehensive introduction to sustainable development, it is
designed to allow access to the topic from a wide range of
educational and professional backgrounds and to develop
understanding of a diversity of approaches and traditions at
different levels. This edition comes with a brand new website
including discussion of how projects are done on the ground,
additional exercises, online cases, test questions, recommended
readings and films. Offering examples from local to global, this
textbook is the most complete guide to the subject.

Ljubomir Jankovic, Birmingham City University, UK
The demand for low or zero carbon design of buildings is
influenced both by legislation and by the increased awareness
of building owners and users, as we come to terms with the
long term consequences of climate change. Thus there is a need
for professional guidance on the methods for low carbon design
of buildings. Dynamic modelling and simulation of buildings is
the only means of testing designs before construction, but the
existing materials published in this area are limited to basic user
manuals of corresponding software packages. This book fills the
gap as it develops a structured design method underpinned by
dynamic simulation.

Routledge
Market: Environment and Sustainability/Sustainable Development
July 2014: 246x174: 394pp
Hb: 978-0-415-70781-7: £95.00

Part 1: Introduction  Part 2: Global Context  Part 3: Site Context  Part 4: Building Context 
Part 5: Renewable Energy Context  Part 6: End Game

Pb: 978-0-415-70782-4: £25.99
Routledge
Market: Computer modelling, building design, sustainable architecture
February 2012: 297x210: 316pp
Pb: 978-1-849-71294-1: £40.99

eBook: 978-1-315-88645-9
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-844-07454-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415707824

eBook: 978-0-203-13575-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781849712941
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Dummy text to keep placeholder
The Rebound Effect in Home Heating
A guide for policymakers and practitioners
Ray Galvin, University of Cambridge, UK
Series: Building Research and Information
This is a definitive guide to the rebound effect in home heating – the increase in energy
service use after a technological intervention aimed at reducing consumption. It sets out
what the effect is, how it plays out in the home heating sector, what this implies for energy
saving initiatives in this sector, and how it relates to rebound effects in other sectors.

Routledge
Market: Green Construction
June 2015: 246x189: 146pp
Hb: 978-1-138-78834-3: £115.00
Pb: 978-1-138-78835-0: £36.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138788350
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6th Edition • TEXTBOOK9th Edition • TEXTBOOK
Galbraith's Building and Land Management Law
for Students

Understanding JCT Standard Building Contracts
David Chappell, David Chappell Consultancy Ltd., UK
This ninth edition of David Chappell’s bestselling guide has been
revised to take into account changes made in 2011 to payment
provisions, and elsewhere. This remains the most concise guide
available to the most commonly used JCT building contracts.
Architects, quantity surveyors, contractors and students of these
professions will find this a practical and affordable reference tool
arranged by topic.

1. Contractor's Obligations  2. Insurance  3. Third Parties  4. Work
in Progress  5. Money  6. Claims  7. The End  8. Dispute Resolution

Routledge
Market: Construction Law
March 2012: 234x156: 148pp
Pb: 978-0-415-50890-2: £27.99

Anne Galbraith, Michael Stockdale, Steve Wilson, Rebecca
Mitchell, Russell Hewitson, Simon Spurgeon, Mick
Woodley and Alan Davenport
Ideal for first-year undergraduate students taking law modules
on construction, surveying, planning and engineering courses,
Galbraith’s Building and Land Management Law for Students is an
excellent overview of the key legal issues in the construction
industry. Clearly written, wide-ranging coverage of key legal
principles by construction lecturers and professionals, this
textbook highlights the need for students on
construction-related courses to access information on how the
law relates to them without getting into the dry, heavy detail of
the full-scale legal texts. This 6e has been fully updated and

covers the latest JCT Standard Form Building Contract requirements and key EU directives,
including corporate manslaughter, employment law, tenant planning law regulations and
health and safety acts.

eBook: 978-0-203-12131-3
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-41385-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415508902 Routledge

November 2010: 229 x 152: 418pp
Pb: 978-0-080-96692-2: £33.99
eBook: 978-0-080-96693-9
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-750-66223-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780080966922

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Understanding the NEC3 ECC ContractJCT 2005: Clause by Clause
A Practical HandbookPhil Griffiths

The Joint Contracts Tribunal’s suite of contracts (commonly
known as JCT 2005) are the most commonly used in the UK to
procure major building work. Understanding the contracts, and
which to use, is vital knowledge for the 8,000 students on
construction-related HND or degree courses, but these clauses
can contain convoluted language, leading to confusion. This
easy-to-follow guide takes the reader through the JCT 2005
building contracts clause by clause, in an easy-to-follow format,
in simple but effective language that eliminates
misinterpretation.

Kelvin Hughes, KH Consultants
Understanding the NEC3 ECC Contract uses plain English to lead
the reader through the document’s key features, including the
use of early warnings, compensation events, preparing and
assessing tenders, and termination provisions. Written for
construction professionals, by a practicing construction contract
consultant, this handbook is the most straightforward, balanced
and practical guide available.

Routledge
Market: Construction Law
October 2012: 234x156: 258pp
Pb: 978-0-415-61496-2: £31.99

Spilt into 3 sections, this book provides a summary of the current JCT Contracts, identifying
which to use for what type of work, along with an analysis of their risk, liability,
documentation, design responsibility and financial procedures, ensuring that JCT 2005
Building Contract: clause by clause is the vital, definitive reference for the aspiring
construction professional.

Routledge
eBook: 978-0-203-82931-8October 2009: 246x189: 272pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415614962Pb: 978-1-856-17518-0: £26.99

eBook: 978-0-080-94958-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781856175180

Dummy text to keep placeholder2nd Edition
Water Regulations In BriefConstruction Contracts

Ray Tricker, Herne European Consultancy Ltd, UK
An essential reference for plumbers, building services engineers
and civil engineers working on projects in the UK. A topic-based
approach provides the reader with an exceptionally quick source
of information on all aspects of the water regulations.

; The book explains the meaning of the water regulations, their
current status, requirements, associated documentation and
how UK local authorities, councils and the water supply
companies view their importance and how and why you need
to comply with them. Throughout the book, there is a series of
"what ifs," with answers provided for the most common
questions that might be asked. Ray Tricker is the author of the
bestselling UK books Building Regulations in Brief and Wiring

Regulations in Brief

Questions and Answers
David Chappell, David Chappell Consultancy Ltd., UK
‘full of knowledgeable gems put in the most frank of styles’ -
David A Simmonds, Building Engineer magazine on the first edition

Is there a difference between inspecting and supervising? What
does ‘time-barred’ mean? Can pre-contract minutes form a
binding contract?
This book answers 200 real questions, from the thousands of
telephone enquiries David Chappell has received as a Specialist
Adviser to the RIBA.

Routledge Routledge
Market: Construction Law September 2009: 229 x 152: 270pp
July 2010: 216x138: 318pp Pb: 978-1-856-17628-6: £22.99
Pb: 978-0-415-56650-6: £38.99 eBook: 978-0-080-95094-5
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-37597-9 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781856176286
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415566506
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TEXTBOOKTEXTBOOK
Professional Ethics for the Construction IndustryThe JCT 05 Standard Building Contract

Rebecca Mirsky, Boise State University, USA and John
Schaufelberger, University of Washington, USA
Written to meet the ACCE’s requirements for all construction
students, this textbook draws on the authors’ industry
experience, as well as detailed case studies to introduce and
explore ethics in the construction industry. Within each chapter,
the authors present the key ethical issues involved in important
areas of construction management. Includes lists of further
reading and discussion questions.

Routledge
Market: Construction Management
July 2014: 234x156: 150pp
Hb: 978-0-415-67751-6: £110.00

Issaka Ndekugri and Michael Rycroft
The Joint Contracts Tribunal's (JCT) Standard Form of Building
Contract is the most common contract used in the UK to procure
building work and is updated regularly to account for changing
legislation and industry practice. ; ; The JCT 05 Building Contract
helps clarify complex areas, making it an essential reference for
professionals seeking to update their knowledge. The book
works through the contract issues thoroughly yet clearly, using
case law examples to demonstrate the latest amendments in
regard to the Construction Act. ; ; A fundamental part of a
construction student's degree is understanding the contract,

and this book gives them a full understanding of the core elements involved in a
straightforward manner with plenty of examples.
Routledge
March 2009: 246x189: 588pp
Pb: 978-1-856-17629-3: £33.99
eBook: 978-0-080-95095-2 Pb: 978-0-415-67752-3: £29.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781856176293 eBook: 978-0-203-80828-3

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415677523

6th Edition • TEXTBOOK6th Edition • TEXTBOOK
Understanding the Building RegulationsContractual Procedures in the Construction Industry

Simon Polley, BRCS (Building Control) Ltd., Chelmsford, UK
A concise, jargon-free and compact guide to the building
regulations. Easy to read, and light enough to carry around with
you, this is the ideal introduction to a vital part of your remit as
a building control officer, architect or surveyor.

Routledge
Market: Construction Law/ Building
September 2014: 234x156: 304pp
Pb: 978-0-415-71742-7: £24.99

Allan Ashworth
Contractual Procedures in the Construction Industry provides
students of Building and Surveying, Quantity Surveying,
Construction Management, and Project Management with a
comprehensive understanding of the subject. It reinforces the
changes that are taking place within the construction industry,
such as how it is organised and the way in which consultants,
contractors, subcontractors and all of those involved in the
supply chain obtain work.

Routledge
January 2012: 240 x 170: 466pp
Pb: 978-0-273-74560-0: £44.99
eBook: 978-0-273-74617-1
eBook: 978-1-447-91643-7

eBook: 978-1-315-75512-0eBook: 978-1-315-84706-1
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-60863-3* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780273745600
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415717427

TEXTBOOKTEXTBOOK
Successful Contract AdministrationCommercial Conflict Management and Dispute

Resolution For Constructors and Design Professionals
Charles W. Cook, Drexel University, USA
Contract administration is key to the overall success of
construction projects, influencing cost, schedule, and quality
throughout. Covering the three main types of contracts in use,
and supported by a companion website, this textbook is the
best way for Constructor's and Design Professionals to ensure
they understand best practice in contract administration.

Routledge
Market: Construction Management/ Construction Law
November 2014: 246x189: 450pp
Pb: 978-0-415-84422-2: £47.00

Peter Fenn, University of Manchester, UK
This book summarizes all the main and alternative commercial
dispute resolution techniques. The reader seeking a deeper
understanding of these procedures will also find clear
explanations of the principles and methods for conflict
management, such as negotiation risk management, mediation
and conciliation. Includes case studies as diverse as Mumbai's
DabbaWalla, the First World War and Terminal 5.

Routledge
Market: Construction Law
October 2011: 234x156: 168pp
Hb: 978-0-415-57826-4: £110.00

eBook: 978-1-315-76579-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415844222

Pb: 978-0-415-57828-8: £24.99
eBook: 978-0-203-85221-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415578288
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5th Edition • TEXTBOOK • NEW EDITION
Construction Contracts
Law and Management

Will Hughes, University of Leeds, UK, Ronan Champion,
Champion Pearce, UK and John Murdoch, University of
Reading, UK
The fifth edition of this bestselling textbook has been thoroughly
revised to provide the most up-to-date and comprehensive
coverage of the legislation, administration and management of
construction contracts. Includes the latest formats of JCT and
FIDIC, as well as coverage of the NEC. 

Routledge
Market: Construction Law
April 2015: 234x156: 436pp
Hb: 978-0-415-65705-1: £115.00
Pb: 978-0-415-65704-4: £31.99
eBook: 978-1-315-69521-1
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-39369-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415657044
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TEXTBOOK2nd Edition
Introduction to Building ProcurementQuantity Surveyor's Pocket Book

Brian Greenhalgh, Quantity Surveying consultant, UK and
Graham Squires, Senior Lecturer in Planning; School of
Geography, Earth and Environmental Sciences at the
University of Birmingham
Introduction to Building Procurement familiarises the reader with
the principles and methods of the procurement of buildings,
starting at the most basic level. Starting with introductory
chapters that explain the structure of the construction industry,
the nature of clients, and the historical development of the
procurement methods in use today, the book goes on to address
core procurement tasks. It is the ideal introductory textbook for
professionals and undergraduates studying quantity surveying,

construction project management and construction commercial management.

Duncan Cartlidge, Construction Procurement Consultant,
UK
Series: Routledge Pocket Books
Now substantially revised and fully up-to-date with NRM1 and
NRM2, the Quantity Surveyor's Pocket Book remains the essential
reference for newly qualified and student quantity
surveyors. Outlines all of the practical skills, contractual and
management techniques needed in the profession with a
no-nonsense approach.

Routledge
Market: Quantity Surveying
August 2012: 186x123: 440pp
Pb: 978-0-415-50110-1: £21.99

Routledge
Market: Construction Management & Building
January 2011: 246x174: 262pp
Hb: 978-0-415-48215-8: £115.00eBook: 978-0-203-11479-7

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415501101 Pb: 978-0-415-48216-5: £28.99
eBook: 978-0-203-88506-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415482165

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
BIM and Quantity SurveyingEstimator's Pocket Book

Steve Pittard, London South Bank University, UK and Peter
Sell, Davis Langdon
Case studies are used to show how firms at the forefront of BIM
technology, such as Davis Langdon, have integrated core
quantity surveying responsibilities like cost estimating, tendering,
and development appraisal into high profile BIM projects. In
addition to this, the implications for project management,
facilities management, contract administration and dispute
resolution are also explored through case studies, making this
a highly valuable guide for those in a range of construction
project management roles adapting to BIM.

Routledge

Duncan Cartlidge, Construction Procurement Consultant,
UK
Series: Routledge Pocket Books
The indispensible estimating reference for all quantity surveyors,
cost managers, contractors, and anybody else with estimating
responsibilities. Covers NRM2 in detail, with worked
examples of pro rata pricing, approximate quantities estimating,
and unit rate pricing. Examines the implications of BIM for the
estimator, gives an overview of working with estimating software,
as well as a look ahead to how NRM3 will change working
practice.

1. Introduction to estimating  2. Pre-tender estimating  3.
Resources  4. Unit rate pricing  5. Tender settlement  6. The

Market: Quantity Surveying
supply chain  7. Applied estimating  8. Further reading  9. Indicative costs per square metre
for a range building types  10. Useful rules and conventions

November 2015: 234x156: 160pp
Hb: 978-0-415-87042-9: £110.00
Pb: 978-0-415-87043-6: £24.99Routledge

Market: Quantity Surveying
May 2013: 186x123: 310pp
Pb: 978-0-415-52711-8: £21.99

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415870436

eBook: 978-0-203-57909-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415527118

3rd Edition • TEXTBOOK
New Aspects of Quantity Surveying Practice

Duncan Cartlidge, Construction Procurement Consultant,
UK
'An essential guide for all surveying professionals' - RICS Business

A modern classic' - QS News

As we enter the second decade of the 21st century, the pressures
on the Quantity Surveying profession continue to change and
evolve, and so the 3rd edition of this trusted textbook includes
new chapters to help students and professionals deal with the
new issues they face. Material addressing issues such as
procurement, IT, global markets and adding value has been
updated to reflect changes in practice since the second edition.

Routledge
Market: Quantity Surveying
April 2011: 234x156: 268pp
Hb: 978-0-415-58042-7: £110.00
Pb: 978-0-415-58043-4: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-203-85110-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415580434
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TEXTBOOK5th Edition • TEXTBOOK
Introduction to Estimating for ConstructionCost Studies of Buildings

Brian Greenhalgh, Chartered Quantity Surveyor, UK
This is an easy to read introduction to building estimating for
undergraduate students. It explains both the traditional
techniques, and best practice in early contractor involvement
situations, within the framework of modern construction
procurement. Reference to international differences, along with
discussion questions and chapter summaries make this an ideal
first text for estimating students everywhere.

Routledge

Allan Ashworth and Srinath Perera
This practical guide to cost studies of buildings has been
updated and revised throughout for the 5th edition. New
chapters have been added on the RICS New Rules of
Measurement (NRM) for order of cost estimating and elemental
cost planning, and on the procurement of construction projects.

Routledge
February 2010: 240 x 170: 566pp
Pb: 978-0-273-72895-5: £43.99
eBook: 978-0-273-72896-2

Market: Quantity Surveying & Construction Management
January 2013: 246x174: 216pp
Hb: 978-0-415-50986-2: £110.00

eBook: 978-1-315-84712-2 Pb: 978-0-415-50987-9: £26.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780273728955 eBook: 978-0-203-08006-1

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415509879

TEXTBOOK2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK
Finance and Control for ConstructionConstruction Cost Management

Chris March, formerly Universities of Salford and Coventry,
UK
Finance and Control for Construction examines the various stages,
from development, through the design, to procurement and
post-contract processes, and culminates in a discourse on
facilities management.

This book is written with a down-to-earth approach, with
evidence supporting theories and principles, and is a book that
students of construction management and related subjects
need if they wish to succeed in the field.

Routledge
Market: Civil Engineering and Construction
February 2009: 234x156: 244pp
Hb: 978-0-415-37114-8: £110.00

Learning from Case Studies
Keith Potts, University of Wolverhampton, UK and Nii
Ankrah, University of Wolverhampton, UK
Examines the key issues and best practice in the cost
management of construction projects under traditional and
new contract strategies. All stages within the life cycle of a
project are considered from pre-contract to tendering to
post-contract. Worked examples, legal cases and over 70 project
case studies are used to illustrate the practical application of
theory.

Part 1: Introduction Part 2: Management of the Pre-contract
Stage Part 3: Key Tools and Techniques Part 4: Procurement
Strategies Part 5: Management of the Post-contract stage Part

6: Contracts and Case Studies

Routledge
Market: Construction management and economics
January 2014: 246x174: 392pp
Hb: 978-0-415-62912-6: £110.00

Pb: 978-0-415-37115-5: £28.99
eBook: 978-0-203-92804-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415371155

Pb: 978-0-415-62913-3: £29.99
eBook: 978-0-203-75294-4
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-44287-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415629133

TEXTBOOKTEXTBOOK
Economics for the Modern Built EnvironmentUrban and Environmental Economics

Edited by Les Ruddock, University of Salford, UK
This innovative book draws on the work of the Task Group of
the CIB on Macroeconomics for Construction. It synthesises
discussions of mesoeconomic and macroeconomic models and
methodologies in construction economics. Graduate students
and researchers will find it invaluable.

Routledge
Market: Construction Economics
October 2008: 234x156: 276pp
Hb: 978-0-415-45424-7: £110.00

An Introduction
Graham Squires, Senior Lecturer in Planning; School of
Geography, Earth and Environmental Sciences at the
University of Birmingham
Illustrated throughout, and with lists of further reading in every
chapter, this book is ideal for students at all levels who need to
get to grips with the economics of the environment within a
built environment context. It explains the theory needed to
understand crucial tools and economic techniques such as
cost-benefit analysis, discounting, resource valuation, and
macro-economic tools. Particularly useful to those studying
planning, land economy, environmental management, or
housing development.

Routledge
Market: Built Environment Economics
July 2012: 234x156: 224pp
Hb: 978-0-415-61990-5: £110.00

Pb: 978-0-415-45425-4: £41.99
eBook: 978-0-203-93857-7

Pb: 978-0-415-61991-2: £31.99 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415454254
eBook: 978-0-203-82599-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415619912
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Dummy text to keep placeholder3rd Edition • TEXTBOOK
Financial Feasibility Studies for Property
Development

Construction Economics
A New Approach

Danny Myers, University of the West of England, UK
The third edition of this leading textbook has been expanded
to explain the effects of the 2008/2009 economic crisis on the
construction industry. In addition, material relating to zero carbon
initiatives, the economics of sustainable development, and the
theory of the construction firm have all been rewritten. With
revised data, new examples, and key readings.

1.  Basic Concepts  2. Economic Systems for Resource Allocation 
3. The Market Mechanism  4. The Theory of Demand  5. The
Theory of Supply  6. Clients and Contractors  7. Theory of the
Construction Firm  8. Types of Market Structure in the
Construction Industry  9. Markets for Green Buildings &

Theory and Practice
Tim Havard, Director, The Oakbrook Consultancy, UK
This is the first book to not only review the place of financial
feasibility studies in the property development process, but to
examine both the theory and mechanics of feasibility studies
though the construction of user friendly studies using Microsoft
Excel and two of the most commonly used proprietary software
systems, Argus Developer and Estate Master DF. An essential for
students and practitioners who want to understand how to get
the most out of these software packages and relate the theory
to the practice of compiling a feasibility study.

Routledge
Market: Property Development, Financial Analysis
September 2013: 234x156: 256pp
Hb: 978-0-415-65916-1: £110.00

Infrastructure  10. Market Failure and Gov Intervention  11. Env Economics  12. Managing
the Macroeconomy  13. The Economy & Construction: Measurement & Manipulation  14.
The Business Case

Routledge
Market: Construction Management, Construction Engineering
November 2012: 246x174: 352pp
Hb: 978-0-415-52778-1: £115.00

Pb: 978-0-415-65917-8: £36.99
eBook: 978-0-203-64022-7

Pb: 978-0-415-52779-8: £32.99 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415659178
eBook: 978-0-203-38443-5
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-46229-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415527798

6th Edition • TEXTBOOK • NEW EDITIONTEXTBOOK
Cost Studies of BuildingsResponsible Corporate Strategy in Construction

and Engineering Allan Ashworth and Srinath Perera
Thoughly updated and revised throughout, this 6th edition includes extra detail on using
the RICS New Rules of Measurement (NRM), and a forward-looking examination of the role"Doing the Right Thing?"

Martin Loosemore, University of New South Wales, Australia
and Florence Phua, University of Reading, UK
Ideas, concepts, theories and debates in the previously separate
areas of corporate performance; corporate social responsibility;
corporate strategy and; corporate governance are integrated
for the first time in this book, promoting a more liberal and wider
debate about CSR. Case studies of some of the world’s leading
firms provide rich qualitative data to support the arguments and
are an excellent source of learning and teaching material to the
subject of CSR for students.

Routledge

of the quantity surveyor. New chapters on ICT in construction and carbon estimating will
prepare the reader for the latest emerging aspects of the cost management function.
Routledge
Market: Quantity Surveying
June 2015: 246x174: 544pp
Pb: 978-1-138-01735-1: £42.99
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-273-72895-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138017351

Market: Construction Management
September 2010: 234x156: 192pp
Hb: 978-0-415-45909-9: £110.00
Pb: 978-0-415-45910-5: £36.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415459105

5th Edition • TEXTBOOK
Property Development

Sara Wilkinson, University of Technology, Sydney, Australia
and Richard Reed, Deakin University, Australia
This new edition of David Cadman's long-standing textbook
brings issues of property development up to date for a new
generation of students. It provides a clear and practical overview
of the property development process, together with critical
analysis of the key issues faced by property professionals today.
With new sections on Sustainable Property Development and the
growth of international working in the property sector it is
essential reading for all students of property development.

Routledge
Market: Property Development, Real Estate
June 2008: 234x156: 386pp
Pb: 978-0-415-43063-0: £34.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415430630
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8th EditionTEXTBOOK
Building SurveysRisk: An Introduction

Peter Glover, Chartered Surveyor
For Building Surveying courses (BTEC Advanced Level 3 Certificate)

Building Surveys has been a trusted guide for both students and
professionals for over thirty years. It covers everything needed
for initial inspections such as equipment, know-how and
procedures to writing an accurate report, making it indispensable
to those practising in or studying this field.

Routledge
Market: Construction / Surveying
January 2013: 246x189: 374pp
Pb: 978-0-415-63584-4: £31.99

The Concepts of Risk, Danger and Chance
Ben Ale, Delft University of Technology, the Netherlands
Ben Ale explains the concepts, methods and procedures for risk
analysis as an introduction to the core topics of risk perception,
assessment and management. This highly respected expert casts
light on the often overlooked basics of a fascinating field. A
critical insight for all students of policy, management sciences
and construction as well as policy and decision-making
professionals, it is developed from the Safety Science or Risk
Science course taught at Delft University.

Routledge
Market: Risk, Building Management
April 2009: 234x156: 134pp
Hb: 978-0-415-49089-4: £110.00

eBook: 978-0-203-08450-2
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-856-17606-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415635844

Pb: 978-0-415-49090-0: £23.99
eBook: 978-0-203-87912-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415490900

4th Edition • TEXTBOOK • NEW IN PAPERBACK4th Edition • TEXTBOOK
Understanding Housing DefectsUnderstanding Building Failures

Duncan Marshall, formerly of the University of the West of
England, UK, Derek Worthing, formerly of the University of
the West of England, UK, Roger Heath, University of the
West of England, UK and Nigel Dann, University of the West
of England, UK
Understanding Housing Defects provides a concise, coherent and
comprehensive introduction to the causes, investigation and
diagnosis of defects in domestic buildings. For this new edition,
many of the chapters have been substantially updated and new
photographs have been added. This book is a must have for all
those students and practitioners who require a broad
understanding of housing defects. Building surveyors, general

James Douglas and Bill Ransom
This classic textbook provides a solid introduction to the study
of defects in buildings and, subsequently, to good practice
in surveying, conservation and repair. With new material on the
latest technologies and procedures, and updated lists of further
reading for the UK and USA, this remains an excellent companion
for practitioners and students alike.

Routledge
Market: Building and Surveying
April 2013: 234x156: 332pp
Hb: 978-0-415-50878-0: £110.00

practice surveyors, architects, estate agents, housing officers and anyone involved in the
management and maintenance of property as well as its construction will benefit hugely
from this highly informative full-colour text.

Estates Gazette
Market: Building Surveying, Building Inspection & Building Pathology
December 2013: 297x210: 550pp
Hb: 978-0-415-62208-0: £105.00

Pb: 978-0-415-50879-7: £31.99
eBook: 978-0-203-12517-5
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-37083-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415508797

Pb: 978-0-080-97112-4: £39.99
eBook: 978-0-080-97113-1
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-728-20556-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780080971124

4th Edition
Fire from First Principles
A Design Guide to International Building Fire Safety

Paul Stollard, Paul Stollard Ltd, UK
By tackling an overview of the factors which contribute to fire
risk, and how building design can limit these, the reader will
gain a fuller understanding of the science behind fire
regulations, safe design, and construction solutions. Avoiding
complex calculations and specifications, this book is ideal for
architects, building control officers and other construction
professionals without fire engineering backgrounds. Also
includes overviews of the fire regulations in the UK, USA and
China.

Routledge
Market: Building Design/ Fire Engineering
January 2014: 234x156: 208pp
Hb: 978-0-415-83261-8: £115.00
Pb: 978-0-415-83262-5: £31.99
eBook: 978-1-315-85255-3
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-419-24270-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415832625
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